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fu rlherm ore, the char acteristic change in refraction for 
1 ('()nju~a t ed system is expressed by a dcfinite exaltation, 
III particular l~disp% = 1 45~;' for the ketones 
-Cl-l : CH.CH : CH.CO.R , the st ructure of this group corre
~ponding to homo logues of series C. Compari.ng the con
Iribution of conjugation to the retention volume with that 
,I f one double bond, we obtain from Fig . 1 for the actual 
,'( )lnj)Quncls J o-A, J o-8, and J o-C 

I ~ {' g. t (Jo - n - II( V~. r(J. - B) . 100 = 1-'<5 (-+- 2 %). 
Jg V <. II(J o -B)- I;::lg.I(J.-A) -

I.e. complet e agreement i s obtained between the relative 
ref raction and exaltation and the relative retention \'o lumes 
,Ii the same groups of compounds . 
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Figure 2. Dependence of refractive index riD on 
dens ity d~o for the same compounds as in Fig. 1. 

The above relation extends to other compounds which, 
althou gh not members of lhese homologou s series have 
common structural features (Figs . 1 a,r;-d 2): ' 

C\I , CH. 
I I 

CH,CIICH ,C If =Cll C=0(.T. -.1f)18 1; 
crr, CH, Gil, 
I I I 

ClI, C= CIIClI,CH ,C= C= CII CIl ,C= O( J ,'). 
Cll , ClI, CH. CIT, 
I I I I 

CII,CII C II ,C Il ,C II ,C II CII,C II 2ClI,C=C = CIlC[[,C = O(J;) 

Analogous relations are obtained for another class of 
compounds, alcohols, dislinf,ruished by a monotonic varia
tion in ullsatu r ation: 

CH, CII. 
I I 

CI 1,-( -CiICH ,CIl,GII,-ls-C-~CH (Is") ~ 
I 

OH 
CH, CII , 
I I 

-. Cfl,-(-GIICfI ,CI I,Cl I,-).-C-Cll .=CTI (J s' )-
I 

OJ[ 

Cll. CIl , 
I I 

-+ ClI, - ( - CIlCIl ,CI I,Cll,- ),-C- CII,CII , (.Is). 
I 
OH 
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The angle S on the plot of 19 V g ,I against 19 V g ,II (Fig. 1) 
and the angle Sit on the IlD-dn graph (Fig. 2) between the 
straight lines J S and A (8, C) are equal. 

Thus the investigations reported abo ve confirm the 
existence of an analogy between the relations 19 V g .I = 
f(lg\!g,n) and ltD = f(dn) for compounds which differ in 
molecular weight and in degree of unsaturation . This 
principle justifies the previously assumed additivity of the 
retention vo lume. Hence group or atomic increments may 
exist (by analogy with refraction), f r om which the retention 
of any compound can be calculated. . 
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Equations of State of Liquids in the 
Temperature Range adjacent to the 
Triple Point 

A.A .Glinskii i 

Equations of state; derived from the concept of condensed media 
as sets of osci ll ators. have been used to calculate the isotherms of 
liquids and a lso several of the ir thermodynamic properties. The 
calculations are compared with experiment up to a static pressure 
of 40000 atm . the highest yet achieved with liquids. 

In the vicinity of the triple point a liquid is in a quasi 
solid state t,2, and therefore its properties can be des 
cribed by the caloric and thermal equations of state 

U = ul (T) + u; P = pl(T. V) - u'v. (1 ) 

which derive from the concept of crystals and amorphous 
substances as systems of oscillators at sufficiently high 
tempe ratures 1,3 . Here Ut (T) is the sum of the mean 
kinetic and the mean potential energy of vibrational motion 
of the molecu les, and p,(T, n is the thermal pressure. 
The mutual potential energy It, calculated on the assump
tion that the mo lecules are located at fixed equilibrium 
positions , about which they oscillate, should satisfy the 
condition t , 4 

U',. = 0 when V = V •. (2) 

where If 0 = Vo(T) is the volume of the liquid on the equilib
rium curve . 


